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South American
discoveries...
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T
he 70-day Grand
Inaugural Voyage
was the perfect
opportunity to
experience

Silversea’s new 36,000gt,
540 guest Silver Spirit and
the many South American
ports of call the itnerary
offers, in a leisurely fashion.

Departing Florida, first port
of call is Tortola for a week
of Caribbean island-hopping
with the chance to try river
rafting in Dominica, 
helmet diving in St. Kitts,
sailing in Antigua; to 
sample rum punch on 
St. Lucia and taste a spicy
Shark sandwich on a

Trinidad beach. The Shore
Concierge team organise a
choice of guided shore ex-
cursions to suit all cultural,
leisure, sporting interests
and can arrange private
tours. Destination
consultant John Tarbutt-
McCarthy, an historian and
world traveller, gives regular
informative and well
illustrated enrichment talks
on forthcoming destinations.

Silver Spirit cruises
south close to the Brazilian
coastline in shallow waters
as the temperature keeps
rising to reach a steamy
107.6F when we take 
a Schooner boat trip ex-
ploring the paradise 

Vivien Devlin sailed on
the 70-day inaugural
cruise around South

America on board
Silversea’s Silver Spirit,

but did the disparate
ports of call stack up?

Photography by Ken Scott
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islands and beaches around
Parati. One morning a 
huge flock of gannets
swoop, squawk and dive for
fish right beside the ship.
Wildlife is a major
attraction on this itinerary
and it’s wise to have
binoculars (provided in-
suite) ready to spot
albatross, frigate birds or
dolphins.

Day 25

Dawn, 6.30 a.m. Silver
Spirit glides gracefully into
Rio de Janeiro as mimosas
are served on deck by white-
gloved waiters.  Christ the
Redeemer statue stands
high on Corcovado
Mountain; the rising sun
bathes Copacabana Beach
in a golden glow as we pass
Sugar Loaf Mountain.  At
the Rio Carnival we marvel
at the crazy extravaganza 
of colour, glamour, floats,
fireworks and pulsing 
samba beat. It is a magical,
majestic city.

The beauty of this long

cruise is the continual
anticipation of waking up
in a different city, another
country, culture, language.
We sail on to Buenos Aires,
the “Paris of South
America” featuring wide
boulevards, violet
jacaranda blossom,
memories of Eva Peron
and exciting rhythms of
the tango. Instead of
rushing to do and see
everything within a week
or two on a typical
vacation, there’s time to sit
still, appreciate the
changing seascape, sky
and climate, luxuriating in
life on board and lazy days
at sea. New horizons,
literally, every day.

Over rough seas to the
remote British Falkland
Islands where about 30 of
us travel in convoy by
Land Rover across rocky
moonscape to Bluff Cove
Lagoon, where 2,000
Gentoo and King Penguins
huddle on the wild
windswept sandy beach.
This magnificent image

amid such bleak, beautiful
coastline is a photographic
highlight.

The mercury has now
dropped to under 40 deg F.
Due to stormy weather we
are unable to sail right
around Cape Horn but
instead take a calmer route
inland towards Tierra del
Fuego and the frontier port
of Ushuaia, the most
southerly town at the 
end of the world.  Here we
wake up to the news of a
devastating 8.8 magnitude
earthquake in Northern
Chile where we are now
heading.  Despite the threat
of aftershocks and tsunamis
along the Pacific coast, we
are assured of safe onward
travel with no changes to
the scheduled itinerary.

Day 40

Cruising the Patagonian
Fjords provides a seemingly
endless labyrinth of narrow
lagoons, inlets and tiny
forested islands, dominated
by the towering snow-

capped peaks of the Andes.
It’s freezing with 70 knot
Antarctic wind gusts, Force
8 gale and wild waves, but a
sizeable group brave the
elements with hot chocolate
to warm the blood.  As we
meander slowly up the
Beagle Channel, Captain
gives a geological
commentary from the
Bridge on the spectacular
avenue of dazzling white,
turquoise-tinted glaciers
and gushing cascades of
melting ice. Travelling
through this dramatic,

Spirit’s itinery
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surreal, isolated wilderness,
only accessible by small ship,
is an exhilarating experience.

All guests are taken on a
complimentary seafaring trip
by catamaran to Laguna San
Rafael dotted with ice floes
and icebergs before reaching
San Valentin glacier.  This
giant wall of ice cracks and
groans as splinters calve off,
crashing into the sea. Marks
along the cliff show how far it
has receded in recent years
due to global warming; to
witness this close up is a
sobering thought.

Day 55

Crossing the Equator in
Ecuador the temperature is
seriously tropical again for
more exciting shore
adventures - an eco jungle
boat trip, Costa Rica; coffee
plantation, Guatemala;
Mayan ruins and cactus
desert drive, Mexico.
Wildlife sightings too – a pod
of diving dolphins and spout-
blowing whales swimming
towards North America…

where we are now heading
to disembark in Los
Angeles.

This voyage has been like
a mini Gap Year for adults,
an intrepid expedition with
no backpacking but an
opportunity to discover
exciting new ports of call
within the comfort of an
ultra luxury ship.

Silver Spirit’s
Forthcoming cruises...

During the summer of 2010,
Silver Spirit operates seven-day
cruises in the Mediterranean
with turnaround ports including
Venice, Civitavecchia,  Lisbon,
Monte Carlo and Barcelona,
finally departing  Lisbon on 
23 October 2010 on a 14-day
transatlantic to Bridgetown,
Barbados. The vessel remains
in Caribbean waters, with
turnarounds in Bridgetown and
Fort Lauderdale, sailing cruise
lengths of 7, 9, 10 and 
fourteen days.

In 2011 Silver Whisper will
travel in January to French
Polynesia, moving on to New
Zealand and Australia,  and
onwards in March to Hong
Kong and Singapore, then India,
Egypt,  and to Southampton via
Athens and the Mediterranean.

During the summer of 2011,
Silver Spirit will be in the
Mediterranean again, 
operating mostly 7 day cruises,
before returning to the
Caribbean on 15 October for 
an autumn season.


